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Summary
A very ambitious study was initiated to obtain detailed acoustic and flow data with and
without a liner in a duct containing a mean flow so that available theoretical models of duct
liners can be validated. A unique flow-duct facility equipped with a sound source, liner box,
flush-walled microphones, traversable microphones and traversable pressure and temperature
probes was built. A unique set of instrumentation boxes equipped with computer controlled
traverses were designed and built that allowed measurements of Mach number, temperature,
SPLs and phases in two planes upstream of a liner section and two planes downstream at a
large number of measurement points. Each pair of planes provided acoustic pressure gradients
for use in estimating the particle velocities. Specially-built microphone probes were employed
to make measurements in the presence of the flow. A microphone traverse was also designed
to measure the distribution of SPI.,s and phases from the beginning of the liner to its end along
the duct axis. All measurements were made with the help of cross-correlation techniques to
reject flow noise and/or other obtrusive noise, if any. The facility was designed for future use
at temperatures as high as 1500" F. In order to validate 2-D models in the presence of mean
flow, the flow duct was equipped with a device to modify boundary layer flow on the smaller
sides of a rectangular duct to simulate 2-D flow.
A massive amount of data was acquired for use in validating duct liner models and will
be provided to NASA in an electronic form.
It was found that the sound in the plane-wave regime is well behaved within the duct
and the results are repeatable from one run to another. At the higher frequencies corresponding
to the higher-order modes, the SPLs within a duct are not repeatable from run to run. In fact,
when two or more modes have the same frequency (i.e., for the degenerate modes), the SPLs
in the duct varied between 2 dB to 12 dB from run to run. This made the calibration of the
microphone probes extremely difficult at the higher frequencies.
Most of the data presented in this report is for zero mean flow. Data with flow were
also acquired but were not analyzed at the time of the preparation of this report. The flow data
will be published separately in due course. The technique based upon cross-correlation
measurements used to reject flow noise was found to work well in measurements made with
flow.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
The standing-wave tube has been a standard tool for determining the acoustic properties of liner
materials for a long time. A number of methods based upon two microphone measurements have
recently been developed that allow faster measurements of the sound absorption properties at a
range of frequencies simultaneously ( Munjal, Ref. 1.1 and Chung and Blaser, Ref. 1.2). Most of
the available methods still rely on data acquired for plane wave sound propagation. As such, the
microphones are mounted either flush with the tube or duct wall or at the center of the duct. In
addition, methods of measuring acoustic properties are well developed for zero mean-flow
conditions. Few facilities have been developed to measure the acoustic properties in the presence
of the flow (Dean and Vaidya, Ref. 1.3). What is lacking, however, is a facility that will allow
measurements of the sound field as well as the flow field in two or more planes in the interior of a
given duct with and without a liner both for unheated and heated flow conditions. Such a facility is
needed to validate duct liner analytical models. For example, to predict the performance of a liner
mounted on the walls of a duct with flow, a model developed by Watson (Ref. 1.4) requires sound
pressure levels and phase information along with the appropriate flow data in three planes in the
duct. In particular, such information is needed in two planes upstream of the liner and one plane
downstream of the liner. In addition, distribution of sound pressure levels and phases in the liner
section is desired. Such a unique facility was designed, built, and tested in the present program.
1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVE AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Thus the objective of this study was to develop a flow-duct facility that would allow
measurements of detailed acoustic and flow data with and without a liner in a duct containing cold
or heated mean flow so that available theoretical models of duct liners can be validated. A
capability of generating known sound upstream was implemented. A unique set of instrumentation
boxes equipped with computer controlled traverses was designed and built that allowed
measurements of Mach number, temperature, SPLs and phases in two planes upstream of a liner
section and two planes downstream at a large number of measurement points. Each pair of planes
provided acoustic pressure gradients for use in estimating the particle velocities in the measurement
planes. Specially-built microphone probes were employed to make measurements in the presence
of the flow. A microphone traverse was also designed to measure the distribution of SPLs and
phases from the beginning of the liner to its end along the duct axis. All measurements were made
with the help of cross-correlation techniques to reject flow noise or other obtrusive noise, if any.
Thefacility wasdesignedfor futureuseattemperaturesashighas1500*F. In orderto validate2-
D modelsin thepresenceof meanflow, arectangularductwasequippedwith adeviceto modify
boundarylayerflow on thesmallersidesof arectangularduct to simulate2-D flow.
A massiveamountof benchmarkexperimentaldatawasacquiredin sufficientdetail toenable
validationof theoreticalductlinermodels.All of thedataacquiredwill beprovidedto NASA
LangleyResearchCenterin electronicform. Selectedresultsarepresentedhereto highlightsome
of thefeaturesof themeasuredresultsandto directthereaderasto howbestto usethemassive
amountof datasavedin theelectronicform.
Most of thedatapresentedin thisreportis for zeromeanflow. Datawith flow wereacquired
butwerenotanalyzedatthetimeof thepreparationof thisreport.Theflow datawill bepublished
separatelyin duecourse.Thetechniquebaseduponcross-correlationmeasurementswhichwas
usedto rejectflow noisewas,however,foundto work well in measurementsmadewith flow.
1.3 REPORT OUTLINE
A detailed description of the unique facility mentioned above is provided in Section 2.
Development of a test methodology is presented in Section 3. This section describes the
calibrations of the specially-built microphone probes and methods of rejecting flow noise using
cross-correlation techniques. Typical in-duct flow and acoustic measurements are presented.
Methods developed for modifying boundary layer flows are also discussed. Selected acoustic data
in various planes of measurements are then provided. Section 4 includes the effect of the liner on
the sound field. Selected results are presented here to highlight some of the features of the
measured results. Finally, the overall conclusions are given in Section 5.
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2.0 TEST FACILITY AND EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Interest in the detailed measurements of the acoustic field inside a flow-duct at locations
upstream and downstream of a potential duct liner was the impetus for developing the test facility
described below. In general, the following design requirements were adhered to:
1. Develop a rectangular duct that is made up of modular sections which can be mixed
and matched in any order.
. Develop a probe-measurement system which can provide smooth two-axis (planar)
in-duct traversing within the rectangular duct at a given axial location with and
without mean flow. Furthermore, provide for a small axial offset of the
measurement probe to estimate acoustic pressure gradients. Also, ensure a leak-free
environment during testing with mean flow.
3. Develop a method of controlling the boundary layer of the short side of the
rectangular duct by mass addition and mass removal techniques.
4. Develop a liner-housing section that can be integrated with the measurement system
and provide for acoustic lining on the long sides of the rectangular duct.
5. Fabricate duct sections from steel to provide a flow-duct that can operate at elevated
temperatures (up to 1500 ° F).
A schematic of the liner facility is shown in Figure 2.1. A photographic view is provided in
Figure 2.2.
The discussion below includes a detailed description of the general test facility where the
rectangular flow-duct was housed, the details of the flow-duct, and the data acquisition system
used for the present experimental work. Also, a brief description of the acoustic properties for the
liner tested in this facility is provided.
2.2 FLOW FACILITY
All of the work discussed in this report was performed in GTRI's Hot Jet Flow Facility.
The Hot Jet Flow Facility can produce a single or coaxial flow. The primary flow enters
through a 25.6-cm (10.1-inch) diameter plenum, followed by a contraction to a 10.2-cm (4.0-
inch) diameter plenum exit dimension. An outer coannular plenum exists to provide a source
of secondary air. For the present tests, only the primary air system was used. The plenum exit
is flanged to accept nozzles or duct extensions as needed. A circular duct section equipped
with the acoustic sound source was placed at the plenum exit. Four equally (circumferentially)
spaced tubes in the circular duct section lead to four acoustic drivers which provide an
upstream sound source. To accommodate a rectangular flow-duct apparatus required for the
present study, a duct transition from a circular to a rectangular cross section was fabricated.
The overall contraction ratio from the primary plenum to the rectangular duct is 8.5:1. For all
of the present experiments, the downstream sound propagation set-up was used.
2.3 RECTANGULAR FLOW-DUCT
The following sections describe the modular pieces which make up the flow-duct used for
the present study. Once the flow-duct converges to a rectangular cross section, it maintains a
constant-area cross section until the duct-exhaust exit. All of the sections were designed to
attach to each other in any order. The possibility of using heated flow was taken into account
in the design of this flow-duct and is reflected in the use of stainless steel as the main
fabrication material. This will allow for greater capability for the study of high temperature
acoustic liners in any future validation of duct liner models.
Figure 2.3 provides the terminology and flow-duct coordinate system that will be used for
the remainder of this report.
2.3.1 Round-to-Rectangular Transition
In order to provide compatibility with the existing primary plenum's exit geometry, a
round-to-rectangular transition duct was fabricated which converged from a 81.7 cm 2 (12.57
in 2) circular area to a 60.5 cm 2 (9.4 in 2) rectangular area. The transition duct section was
made from a 10.2-cm (4.0-inch) inner-diameter steel pipe. The flowpath of the pipe was
tapered to a diameter of 11.91 cm (4.69 inches). The pipe was then cut to allow two steel
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plates to be welded onto its end. This provided a rectangular duct cross section with a height
of 5.08 cm (2.00 inches) and a width of 11.91 cm (4.69 inches) at the exit of the transition.
Figure 2.4 shows a photograph of the transition duct. The transition duct was positioned
downstream of the acoustic source section.
2.3.2 Boundary-Layer Control Section
The objective for the Boundary-Layer Control Section (BLCS) was to develop a way to
approximate a two-dimensional flow field in the rectangular flow-duct. The catalyst for the
quasi-2D flowfield was the existence of 2-D finite element codes at NASA Langley Research
Center (LaRC) which can predict acoustic liner performance. NASA LaRC's code was
developed by Dr. W. Watson (Ref. 2.1). Since the flow downstream of the round-to-
rectangular transition is expected to be turbulent and nearly fully-developed, complete removal
of the boundary layer would not be possible. Still it was desired to provide a capability of
minimizing the boundary layer thickness on the sidewall of the duct as much as possible in
order to more closely match the 2-D assumptions of the 2-D model to be validated.
Additionally, it may be desirable in the future to enhance the three dimensionality of the flow in
the duct in a controlled manner to represent a more realistic flow environment. The BLCS
was, thus, designed with this alternate purpose in mind.
Two concepts were considered to minimize the sidewall boundary layer: 1) boundary layer
suction and 2) tangential slot blowing. The former concept removes low momentum boundary
layer flow via a vacuum system and the latter adds momentum to the boundary layer via a high
pressure wall jet. There are advantages and disadvantages to each concept and it was decided
that each concept can be employed with a common duct section module. Each concept will
now be discussed in turn.
Boundary Layer Suction
Removal of low momentum fluid near the sidewall of the flow-duct is achieved by creating
a low pressure cavity on either side of the duct over a small 3.8 cm (1.5 inches) segment. This
segment of the sidewall was equipped with a section which was replaced with reticulated steel
foam. This porous material is expected to provide smooth, even, flow removal across the side
wall. Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of the BLCS with the suction system concept. The design
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allows for multi-layers of reticulatedfoam for controlledflow resistanceandhencea finer
control on boundarylayer suction. The plenumcavity which backstheporous foam was
boltedto thesidewall of therectangularduct. Initial testswereperformedwith astandard5hp
shop-vacuum.However,futuretestscould incorporatea"quiet" vacuumsystemwhichwould
muffle any noisefrom the pump. A smoothcontractingbell mouth is usedto removethe
extractedflow from theattachedcavitieswithminimaldisturbances.
Tangential Blowing
An alternate method of controlling the sidewall boundary layer is that of mass addition in
the form of tangential blowing. This concept relies on the addition of mass (and momentum)
into the boundary layer to reduce the boundary layer thickness. A continuous slot area across
each sidewall at a prescribed axial location in the duct will allow air to be forced along the wall.
By controlling the mass flow and thus the momentum of the injected air, a single axial location
on the sidewall can be optimized for maximum reduction of boundary layer thickness. This
concept has been used in the past by many researchers. In particular, GTRI has extensive
experience in this type of boundary layer control. Specifically, GTRI's tow speed wind tunnel
currently uses this concept to properly simulate ground effects for hydroplane race vehicles
(see Englar, Ref. 2.2). However, the effectiveness of such a system will be somewhat limited
by the presence of fully-developed duct flow.
Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of the tangential blowing apparatus. The side plenum cavity
is common to the cavity which houses the boundary layer suction device discussed earlier. The
air diffuser/muffler has two functions: 1) it evenly distributes high-pressure air in the plenum
and 2) it helps attenuate any noise which may accompany the incoming jet. The air in the
plenum was forced through an adjustable slot in the sidewall around a "Coanda" surface to
ensure a tangential exit. The slot height can be adjusted with a single push-rod which is
controlled from outside of the plenum cavity. The push-rod was connected to a micrometer
head to achieve variable slot heights precisely.
Preliminary Tests of the Upstream Boundary-Layer Control Section
The Boundary-Layer Control Section was tested for its basic operation and its effectiveness
in minimizing the sidewall boundary layer in the rectangular duct. The Round-to-Rectangular
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transitionwasboltedto theplenumof theHot JetFlowFacility andtheBLCSwasattachedto
the exit of this section. In addition,a 17.8-cm(7-in) long rectangularnozzlewasattached
downstreamof theBLCS. In thefull set-upof the flow-duct, theexit of the BLCS will be
approximately20cm (8in) from thebeginningof thelinermaterial.
The tangential-blowing arrangement of the BLCS was assembled first. While blowing is
designed to occur on both sidewalls of the duct, only measurements on the left side (viewing in
the upstream direction) were taken. A probe traverse system was built to measure boundary
layer profiles on the major-axis of the flow-duct. High pressure 550 kPa (80 psig) shop air
was used to supply the blowing plenum.
The character of the flow profile in the duct was first established with the tangential slot
"closed" and with no secondary air in the plenum. Typical flow-duct Mach numbers of 0.1,
0.2, and 0.3 were produced at ambient temperatures. A boundary-layer pitot probe was used
to acquire flow velocities at the exit of the exhaust nozzle, which was at a distance of
approximately 18 cm (7 in) downstream of the blowing slot. Velocities were computed using
isentropic flow relations and assuming that ambient static pressure exists everywhere at the
exit. Measurements were taken along the flow-duct's major axis (see Figure 2.3). Pressure
measurements were made every 2 mm from the wall to just over half way across the duct. The
flow in the duct was found to be nearly fully-developed for all Mach numbers tested. By
arbitrarily defining the boundary layer height to be where the velocity is 99% of the maximum
duct velocity, the boundary layer thickness in the duct is approximately 3.18 - 3.8 cm (1.25 -
1.5 in) from the duct wall. Also, the profile shape is consistent with turbulent, fully developed
pipe flow profiles in the literature (Schlichting, Ref. 2.3).
Various slot areas were examined which, due to inlet-area constraints, gave a decreasing
plenum pressure with increasing slot area. It was relatively easy to produce an "inverted"
velocity flow profile, i.e., one which had higher velocities near the wall compared to the duct
centerline. The calculation of the displacement thickness involves integration of the velocity
profile (Ref. 2.3). It is then possible for the displacement thickness to have a value of zero for
an inverted velocity profile. Thus, the displacement thickness is not the best measure of a 2-
dimensional flow profile. Strictly speaking, boundary layer thickness is the best measure of
two-dimensionality of the flow, but since our duct is nearly fully developed, it will be
extremely difficult to reduce the thickness appreciably with tangential blowing. While not
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optimized, it was found that a slot height of about 1.2mm (0.05 in) provided reasonable
results. Figures2.7 - 2.9 showthe non-dimensionalvelocity profiles for M = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
respectively,with andwithout tangentialblowing. It wasfoundthat theboundarylayer was
modifiednoticeablyin thefirst 1.3cm (0.5 in) from thewall. While theresultof thetangential
blowing wasto maketheboundarylayermore"two-dimensional,"it tendedto produceamore
"jagged" velocity profile. This wasdueto thefact that thetangentialmassadditionnearthe
wall createdashearlayerastheaddedvelocitywasmuchlargerthantheductvelocity. This
shearlayerneededmoreaxialdistanceto fully mix soasto provideasmoothervelocity profile.
We,however,believethatthetangentialblowingsystemcan,with furtherwork, bemadequite
effectivein alteringthevelocityboundarylayercharacteristicsin anyfuturework.
Preliminarytestsof theboundarylayersuctiontechniquewerealsoperformed. In this test,
a 5 horsepowershopvacuumwasusedto removethe low momentumboundarylayer flow
from the left sidewall (looking upstream). A 1.3-cm (0.5-in) thick piece of reticulated
nichromefoam (porosity:60ppi) wasused,whichactedasaporouswall. Figure2.10shows
aphotographof theporoussidewall. Figures2.11showsthenormalizedvelocity profileswith
and without suctionfor a ductMach numbersof 0.1. It canbeseenthat comparedwith the
tangentialblowing results,suctionprovidesasmoothervelocityprofile.
The ability to control the sidewallboundarylayer hasthusbeendemonstratedwith two
different techniques.However,acousticdatawith theflow-duct wasnot acquiredwith these
sidewallflow modificationsfor thisreport.
2.3.3 Instrumentation Section
The instrumentation section of the flow duct is the modular duct segment in which both
acoustic and flow measurements can be made in a plane perpendicular to the mean flow
direction. The design of this section presented somewhat of a unique challenge. It required an
intrusive probe to move in two dimensions inside a high-pressure duct without any flow
leakage. Furthermore, the flow along the sidewall where the probe entered the duct needed to
be as "clean" as possible. Figure 2.12 shows a schematic of the concept that achieves these
objectives. The figure focuses on just the probe-insertion location and the probe's translational
degrees of freedom. Note that the vertical travel of the probe in the duct is accomplished by a
"slide rule" type traverse sled. This concept allows for vertical travel while still maintaining a
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flush inner-ductflowpath. Horizontaltravel is achievedby the probetranslatingin andout
throughacircular slot in atraversesled. Thehorizontalandverticalmotionsareactuatedvia
steppermotorsfor accuracy.Two suchinstrumentationsectionswerebuilt to provideplanar
in-ductmeasurementsupstreamanddownstreamof theliner housingsection.
Air is allowedto leakoutof theductthroughof theprobeentryopeningaswell asaround
thevertical sledgrooveinto anair-tightcontainment.It wasfelt thatif this sectionoutsidethe
ductcould be isolatedinsideanair-tight enclosure,thepressureinside theenclosurewould
equalize with that inside of the duct. Figure 2.13 shows a cross sectional view of the
instrumentation section showing the outer containmentbox concept. It shows how the
translatingsensingprobeis enclosed,providinganair-tightmethodof intrusiveduct-flow and
acousticmeasurements.Note that the stepper motors are located outside of the outer enclosure.
Placement of the motors outside of the enclosure will protect them from the potentially hot
environment if heated duct flows are experienced. Data from the probes is transmitted out
through the enclosure via sealed electrical interfaces and pressure connections. Figure 2.14
shows an inside view of the instrumentation box. The traverse system can accept either a 0.64-
cm (0.25-in) diameter probe. All parts are fabricated from stainless steel to facilitate heated
duct flows.
An additional feature of the 2-D probe traverse system is an axial offset mechanism. This
was designed to provide measurements in two planes which are offset axially (in the x-
direction) by 0.76 cm (0.3 in). This requirement was introduced in the design in order to
provide a streamwise gradient in acoustic (complex) pressure from which the acoustic particle
velocity can be computed. The 0.76-cm (0.3-in) offset was chosen from LaRC's numerical
analysis experience. It was suggested that no greater than a tenth of an acoustic wavelength
would be a sufficiently small spatial offset. Thus, a 0.76-cm (0.3-in) offset satisfies this
condition for acoustic signals up to 4 kHz. Sensing probes enter the duct from either or both
of the side walls. Flow measurements include pressure, temperature, and velocity profiles
upstream of the liner section. Also, in-flow sound pressure levels and phases are obtained
with a microphone probe equipped with a nosecone. With these measurements, both the mean
flowfield and acoustic flowfields can be determined in a cross-plane of the rectangular duct.
A spring mechanism was designed to hold the measurement probe in its place. This
mechanism also served to provide a way for the probe to "slip" the required 0.76 cm (0.3 in) in
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thex-direction. Oncelockedin anaxialplane,aclamppreventedtheprobefrom movingin the
axialdirectionwhile at thesametimeallowingtheprobeto movein thetransversedirections.
Figure 2.15showsa photographof part of this probe-holdingmechanism. The axial-shift
mechanismwasalsodesignedto beactuatedremotelyfrom outsidetheinstrumentationbox if
necessary.Thisarrangementallowedmeasurementsin two planeslocatedupstreamof the liner
sectionandtwo planeslocateddownstream.
2.3.4 Liner Section
This section of the flow-duct was designed to house an acoustic liner. Specifically, the
section allowed for a liner to be placed on the top and/or bottom walls of the rectangular duct.
Liner material with depths up to five inches can be placed on either side of this section of the
duct. Approximately 7.6 cm (3 in) of a smooth rigid-walled duct section preceded and
followed this lined section. This section, as with all others, is fabricated from steel. Once a
liner is installed, the top and bottom of the liner housing can be sealed with a backing plate to
prevent any flow leakage. A rigid-walled duct can be simulated by placing a steel plate in place
of a liner in the housing section. In general, the liner housing section is amenable to
installation of a variety of liners.
As an additional source of acoustic information, flush-mounted microphone ports are
located on the top and bottom of the flow-duct in the rigid-wall region just upstream and just
downstream of the liner housing section. The liner section is flanged on both ends to allow
attachment to any modular section of the flow-duct.
2.3.5 Exhaust Section
A relatively short rigid-walled duct section was built to provide approximately seven inches
of length to the last section of the flow-duct as it opened to the ambient room conditions. As
used for testing in this report, the exhaust section formed the last 17.8 cm (7 inches) of the
rectangular flow-duct.
2.3.6 Axial Centerline Acoustic Measurement Apparatus
An additional need to acquire acoustic data on the duct centerline in the lined region of the
duct was met with a single axially-traversing microphone. A 0.64-cm (0.25-in) microphone
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wasplacedinsidea 1.59-cm(0.625-in)OD tubewhich wasmountedona cylindrical support
post. Figure2.16showsaphotographof thisapparatus.Thesupportpostwasmountedon a
traversesled. In order to insureaccuratecenterline placement in the duct and to provide
stabilization during flow testing, the tube holding the microphone was equipped with support
wires placed at a distance of 20.3 cm (8.0 in) from the transducer which pushed against the
comers of the flow-duct. Figure 16 also shows a photograph of these support wires. The
traverse and its motor are mounted just outside the flow-duct.
2.4 INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION
2.4.1 Flow Measurements
Qualitative and quantitative aspects of the mean flowfield within the flow-duct were
established by traversing the duct in the z-y plane at a given axial location with a combination
pitot-static and thermocouple probe. In particular, this flow probe was a United Sensor type
PAC-T. The thermocouple wire type was Chromium/Aluminum allowing for measurements in
flows with temperatures up to 1400 ° F. The pressure tube part of the probe was made from
stainless steel. The stock probe was modified to fit the instrumentation box dimensions and
had a 0.318-cm (0.125-in) outer diameter. Figure 2.17 shows a photograph of a typical probe
used for flow measurements.
The total and static pressure sensed by the flow probe exited the instrumentation box via
pressure lines that connect to sealed steel tubes. Standard Tygon pressure tubing relayed the
total and static pressure to a pair of SensSym SCX series electro-pneumatic transducers.
Output from these transducers lead to an Analog-to-Digital (A-to-D) board which was
connected to a Macintosh Centris 650 computer. The thermocouple wires exit the
instrumentation box through a pressure tube which was sealed around the wire. The wire was
then fed into an Omega type DP116-TF2 transducer and the A-to-D board.
Positioning of the probe in two dimensions was accomplished by actuating two stepper
motors. These motors were controlled by a controller which received commands from the
Centris 650 computer.
Both the positioning and the acquisition of the pressure/temperature data were controlled
with a software program called LabView located on the Centris 650 platform. A program was
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written in LabView whichautomaticallycontrolsthesteppermotorsfor probepositioningand
savesall datainput ontothecomputer'sharddrive. Theprogramallowedtheprobeto sample
data1000timesa secondwhile theprobewasheldat eachpositionfor 5 seconds.Figure2.18
showsaschematicof thedataacquisitionsystemfor themeanflow measurements.
The thermocouple part of the combination probe was calibrated by adjusting the
transducer'szerofor 0 °C (32OF)while theprobewasplacedin abathof icewater. Thespan
wasadjustedwhile theprobewasplacedin abathof boiling water. Thepressuretransducers
werecalibratedagainsta mercurymanometerup to 6.88kPa(1 psi) gauge.A similarelectro-
pneumatictransducerto that usedfor the in-flow probeswasusedto measurethe plenum
pressure.
A Note on the Variations in Total Temperature in the Flow-Duct Facility
For the no-flow acoustic tests, the change in total temperature in the flow-duct from the
beginning of the test to the end, averaged 10 K for the long duration tests, which were
approximately 5 hours. A 10 K increase in temperature corresponds to a 6 m/s increase in the
speed of sound. It is believed that this temperature change resulted primarily through the heat
transfer between the stagnant air in the duct and the walls of the duct. For the acoustic tests
with flow in the duct (M = 0.30), the change in total temperature was on the order of 2 K.
2.4.2 Acoustic Measurements
Acoustic data were acquired with a total of eight microphones: two in-duct microphones for
planar measurements, four flush wall-mounted microphones, one in-duct microphone for axial
centerline measurements, and one microphone outside the duct for reference. The microphone
signals were sent to an HP 3667A Signal Processor where real time FFT's were performed on
the time signals. In addition, the microphone signals were also recorded on a 14-track TEAC
analog tape machine for post processing. The HP analyzer was also fed the electronic signal
used for exciting the acoustic drivers located just downstream of the plenum in the flow-duct.
This provided a relative phase along with an amplitude of the acoustic pressure. It allowed for
cross-correlation computations between the speaker input and the microphones measuring
acoustic signals in the duct. This technique is critical to the analysis of signals which contain
both hydrodynamic and acoustic pressures and will be discussed further in section 3.0. Figure
2.19 shows a schematic of the acoustic data acquisition system.
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The acousticmeasurementsmadein theductcross-planeswereaccomplishedby usinga
0.64-cm (0.25-in) Bruel and Kjaer (B&K) type 4136 microphonewhich hasa probe-tube
attachedto the diaphragmof themicrophone. Figure2.20showsa typical in-duct, in-flow
microphoneprobe. Theprobe-tubetapersfrom a0.64-cm(0.25-in)outerdiameterto a0.318-
cm (0.125-in)outerdiameterbeforeturning90 degreesfrom thediaphragmaxis. A bulleted
nosecone(B&K typeUA 0355) is attachedto thetip of the probeend. In orderto minimize
flow blockageby theprobe,arecentlydevelopedsmalldiameterB&K type2633preamplifier
wasused.This preampliferhasanouterdiameterof 0.64cm (0.25in).
Calibrationof this microphoneprobeis discussedin section3.0. A B&K 4136 0.64-cm
(0.25-in)microphonewith abulletednosecone(B&K typeUA 0385)attachmentwasusedto
acquireacousticdataalongtheaxial centerlineof theduct. Again,thenoseconeallowedfor
the in-flow acousticmeasurements.Figure2.16showsaphotographof this microphonefitted
with anoseconeandattachedto its stabilizingboom.
Flush wall-mountedmicrophoneswere placedupstreamand downstreamof the liner
section,in thecenterof thetopandbottomwalls. ThesewereB&K type4133 1.27-cm(0.50-
in) microphones. A specialmountingdevicewasfabricatedto allow for microphoneswith
protectiongridsto beflushwith thebottomandtopwallsof theductandalsoto preventanyair
leakagearoundthemicrophone.Figure2.21showsaphotographof a typicalmicrophonewith
mountingdevice. Theflushwall-mountedportsweredesignedwith theflexibility for allowing
for awater-cooledmountingdesignto beusedin thefuture.
Finally, anadditionalB&K 4133microphonewasplacedoutsideof theexhaustsectionof
theflow-duct. Thismicrophonecanbe locatedby theductcoordinatesof z = -20.3cm (-8 in),
y = -38.1cm (-15in) at adistanceof 30.5cm (12 in) downstreamof theexhaustductexit.
2.5 NORMAL INCIDENT ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
SOUND ABSORBING TEST LINER
Some of the acoustic results presented in this report have been acquired with a liner
present in the flow-duct. This liner was of the locally-reacting type and was made from a
ceramic material. The material, consisting of a tubular structure, was provided by NASA
LaRC. This material is referred to as CT73 ceramic liner by NASA LaRC personnel and will
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bereferredto asCT73liner in thisreportalso. Its generalacousticpropertieswereexamined
in a normal incident impedancetube before being tested in a flow-duct environment.
Furthermore,thesampletestedin the impedancetubewasusedto checktheeffectivenessof
the backing used in the flow-duct testing. Thus, the frequency responseof the normal
incidentabsorptionwasdeterminedfor CT73liner.
The impedancetubeusedfor thesetestswasa B&K 4206Two-MicrophoneImpedance
Tube. This impedancetubeutilizes the two-microphonemethodof determiningmaterial
impedance(seeRef. Chung& Blaser,Ref. 2.4). The B&K 4206 impedancetubeprovides
impedancedatafor arangeof frequencies imultaneouslythroughbroadbandsoundgenerated
by anacousticdriver locatedat oneendof theimpedancetube. This featureallows relatively
quick determinationof input impedanceof liner materialscomparedto a standingwave
impedancetubewhichacquiresdataat onefrequencyat atime. A frequency range of 50 Hz to
6400 Hz is possible by configuring the impedance tube with two measurement tube diameters.
Since the impedance tube relies on plane wave impingement of sound onto the test sample,
the tube diameter is critical to the frequency range of interest. The B&K 4206 impedance tube
is provided with 10.0-cm (3.94 in.) and 2.9-cm (1.14 in.) diameter tube sections. This
ensures plane wave propagation from 50 Hz to 1600 Hz with the I0.0 cm diameter tube and
from 500 Hz to 6400 Hz with the 2.9 cm diameter tube. More details of the B&K 4206
impedance tube are provided in volume I of this report. For the present impedance tests, a 2.9
cm-diameter test sample of CT73 was used.
It was desired that the CT73 liner have a rigid wall backing when installed in the liner
housing. Since the material was made up of fine tubular cells, it was also desired that there be
no "cross-talk" between individual cells. The rigid backing was achieved by using a
0.159mm (0.0625-in.) thick rubber gasket material with aluminum tape on one side and a
1.27 cm (0.5 in.) thick steel plate on the other. The metal tape side rested on the back side of
the CT73 (see Figure 2.22). It was felt that this would provide a sealed, rigid-walled backing
for the liner.
The effect of the rubber backing and metal tape was also examined in the aforementioned
impedance tube. The impedance tube sample was approximately 8.89 cm (3.5 inches) thick,
which corresponded to the tested flow-duct liner thickness. Figure 2.23 shows the absorption
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coefficient spectraof CT73 and the relative effect of the type of backing. Figure 2.24 shows
the normalized impedance components of the liner for the same backing conditions. It is
evident that the rubber backing with the metal tape has little or no effect on the liners normal
incident impedance, thus this backing can be used with confidence in the flow-duct testing.
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3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF A TEST METHODOLOGY
TO EVALUATE LINER PERFORMANCE
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The flow-duct described in section 2.0 has many unique features. Its main function is
centered around the measurement of the acoustic field and the associated flow field in a duct
with an acoustic liner present. These measurements require an experimental technique that
allows for the separation of the acoustic fluctuations from the total measured fluctuations,
which under some flow conditions may be buried within the hydrodynamic fluctuations
associated with the flow in the duct. In some cases, if a noisy jet is present, the jet noise may
propagate upstream and contaminate known acoustic signals generated by the upstream
acoustic driver. In general, as the mean flow speed increases, the associated "flow noise"
increases. This problem can typically be overcome by maintaining a reasonable signal-to-noise
ratio which can be accomplished to a limit by increasing the amplitude of the acoustic source.
In some cases, this may be impractical and may damage the drivers. There exist, however,
signal processing methods that allow eduction of the low level acoustic signals buried in the
flow noise. One such method relies on the cross-correlation of the microphone signals and the
electronic signal that excites the acoustic drivers. This experimental method will be discussed
in more detail in the following Section 3.4.3.
Measuring acoustic fluctuations in a mean flow environment led to the development of a
probe microphone which could be immersed in a flow with minimal disturbance to the flow. A
basic description of the probe microphone is provided in section 2.4. The concept of the probe
microphone is well documented and has been used by many researchers (Neise, Ref. 3.1). In
general, the probe microphone consists of a tube with an appropriate opening by which
acoustic signals can be transmitted to a remote microphone diaphragm. It is necessary to
calibrate probe microphones to account for the effect that the tube has on the acoustic signal
before it reaches the diaphragm. This is a critical procedure if the absolute complex acoustic
pressures are desired. The same probe microphone was used for cases in which no mean flow
was present. The calibration procedure for the probe microphone used in the present study will
be discussed in the following Section 3.4.
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Section3.3will alsodiscusstypical in-ductmeasurementsthatweremadeto quantify the
meanflow aswell astheacousticfield.
3.2 TEST FACILITY AND EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Details of the rectangular flow-duct facility developed for the present program were
provided in section 2.0. In the interest of clarity, a short summary of the test setup used to
develop a test methodology to evaluate liner performance appears below. These tests were
mostly carried out in GTRI's Hot Jet Flow Facility. The flow-duct configuration was set-up
for downstream acoustic propagation, i.e., the acoustic liner section was placed downstream of
both the acoustic source and the air plenum. The leading edge of the liner section was located
approximately 78.7 cm (31 inches) downstream of the acoustic drivers. An instrumentation
section, which can measure flow and acoustic properties in two-dimensional duct cross-
planes, was located just upstream of the liner section. Likewise, a similar instrumentation
section was located just downstream of the liner section. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the
flow-duct. The left side (looking upstream) of the instrumentation box sections were fitted
with acoustic probes, while the right side of the instrumentation sections were equipped with
combination pitot-static/thermocouple probes. Both of these probes are described in detail in
section 2.0 along with the pertinent information regarding data acquisition and instrumentation.
3.3 TYPICAL IN-DUCT MEAN FLOW MEASUREMENTS
The mean flow parameters in the rectangular duct were measured by a combination pitot-
static/thermocouple probe which traversed two planes perpendicular to the x-axis of the duct.
In this way, mean pressure, velocity, and temperature data were obtained to accompany
acoustic data taken in the same plane. One measurement plane was located approximately
19.05 cm (7.5 inches) upstream of the leading edge of the acoustic liner while the other plane
was located approximately 11.43 cm (4.5 inches) downstream of the trailing edge of the
acoustic liner. A more detailed description of the probe's data acquisition system was provided
in section 2.4. Flow data can be acquired at any prescribed point in the measurement plane.
Typically a grid of points was used which covered most of the duct cross sectional area.
Figure 3.2 shows a typical grid of measurement locations. Data presented in this section
utilizes this typical grid.
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Figures3.3 and 3.4 showtypical meanflow resultsat a given plenumpressure.In this
case,anacousticliner wasinstalledonthetop wall of the liner housingsection.A perforated
metal face sheetwasusedto separatethe liner from the grazing flow. The face sheetwas
providedto testotherbulk linerson futuredates.It alsohelpedmaintainaconstantductflow
area. TheMachnumberprofiles (Figure3.3) showresultstypical of Fannoline flow, where
theeffectof friction increasesthecenterlineMachnumber(andvelocity)asa functionof duct
axial position. The non-dimensionalvelocity profiles (Figure3.4) suggesta turbulent,fully
developedflow (i.e., the profiles fit a curve consistentwith a power law distribution; see
Schlicting,Ref. 3.2) for theupstreamplaneaswell asthe downstreamplane. Furthermore,
notethat theboundarylayernearthetopwall, whichhadtheliner, at thedownstreamlocation
showsan increasedvelocity defectcomparedto the sameupstreamregion. Themajor axis
profilesdonot showthis featureastheliner wasinstalledonly alongoneof the largersidesof
the duct. Theregionof velocity defectcorrespondsto anareajust downstreamof the lined
sectionof theduct.
3.4 CALIBRATION OF PROBE MICROPHONES
The probe microphone used in the present study (described in section 2.4) modifies the
acoustic signal which ultimately reaches the microphone diaphragm. This means that if
absolute values of sound pressure level (SPL) and phase are desired, a calibration must be
performed which corrects the probe microphone measurement to a "true" value. This section
will describe the methodology that was used to calibrate the particular probe microphone used
in this study. In addition, calibration results will be presented for cases with and without the
mean flow. The calibration methods employed in this report were developed under an existing
NASA Grant to GTRI (NAG1-1734) which is, in part, tasked with developing new techniques
for measuring acoustic signals in mean flow environments.
3.4.1 Methodology
The objective of the probe microphone calibration is to produce a frequency response of the
probe's transfer function, i.e., for a given frequency, how should the amplitude and phase of
the acoustic signal be adjusted to render "true" levels. The methodology consisted of first
measuring a known acoustic signal with a conventional microphone (e.g., a B&K 4136
microphone). The probe microphone was then placed in the same physical location as the
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conventionalmicrophoneto measurethe sameacousticsignal. Finally, by computing the
difference in thesetwo responses,the "correction" or transfer function which relates the
responseof theprobemicrophoneto the "true"responsewasobtained.Thephasecorrections
were also obtainedusingthis procedure. If a broadbandacousticsignal is used,the probe
correctionscanbemadeasafunctionof frequency.Thus,thecalibrationprocedureproducesa
curvein thefrequencydomainfrom whichaSPLor phasevaluecanbeaddedto or subtracted
from a measurement.A referencemicrophoneat afixed location is usedto accountfor any
variations in the acousticsignal from day to day. Calibrationswere performedwith and
without ameanflow present.Theseresultsarediscussedbelow.
3.4.2 Results With No Mean Flow
Initial calibrations of the probe microphones took place in one of GTRI's anechoic
chambers. A portable stereo system was placed in the anechoic chamber approximately 1 m
(3.28 ft) from the microphone positions. A white-noise electronic signal was fed to acoustic
drivers to provide a broad range of frequencies. The reference microphone was a B&K 4136
microphone. The "true" microphone was another B&K 4136 microphone. The effect of the
probe microphone was determined by replacing the standard grid on the microphone diaphragm
with the probe tube to be calibrated. Two probe microphones were tested in this way: probes
P1 and P2 which corresponded to the probe microphones that were used in the flow-duct
facility at the upstream and downstream locations, respectively.
In addition, a calibration was made in the flow-duct facility itself. This was done by
placing the axial centerline microphone (a B&K 4136 equipped with a nose cone) in the center
of the duct at a given location. The upstream drivers were fed a broadband signal and the
sound pressure level was recorded. This was considered to be the "true" microphone
measurement. (Note: microphones used in this project were brand new and were used for the
first time in this study.) Then the probe microphone, installed in the instrumentation box, was
moved to the same centerline position to measure the same acoustic signal. A flush wall-
mounted microphone was used in each measurement as the reference microphone.
Figure 3.5 shows a comparison of the standard microphone response with the response of
a probe microphone. Note that the probe increases the acoustic signal significantly below 500
Hz and above 5 kHz. Figure 3.6 shows the resulting transfer function of the anechoic chamber
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calibration and compares it with the calibration performed in the flow duct. The two
calibrationsarein goodagreementuntil approximately2 kHz. Althoughthereisnot asgoodan
agreementabove2.2kHz,thegeneralshapeandcharacterof thecurvesaresimilar.
Experimentsto determinetheperformanceof a liner materialwereconductedusingacoustic
tonesof selectedfrequencies.Specifically,a Sincwaveformwasgeneratedfrom a Hewlett-
Packard3311Afunctiongenerator.Thesignalwassetto produceaseriesof tonesat multiples
of 500Hz. Figure 3.7showsthetypical Fouriertransformof theSincwavefunctionfrom the
function generator. Calibration of a probemicrophoneusing this signal wasperformed.
Figure 3.8 showsa comparisonwith the in-duct white noisecalibration results. In general,
below 3 kHz there is very good agreement between the white noise calibration and the Sinc
wave calibration. Generally, good agreement was obtained above 3 kHz also, except for a
significant discrepancy at 4.5 kHz.
There appears to be good agreement at low frequencies between the anechoic chamber and
the flow-duct facility probe microphone calibrations. Furthermore, calibration with a Sinc
wavefunction input agrees well with a white noise input at the lower frequencies and
reasonably well at the higher frequencies. It is believed that the discrepancies above 3 kHz are
due to higher order modes being present in the flow-duct. The inability of positioning the
probe microphone and the reference microphone exactly at the same location in the duct could
be responsible for this discrepancy.
The phase calibration of the probe microphone is accomplished by taking the difference
between the phase of the probe microphone and the phase of a conventional microphone. (The
phase was obtained by measuring the cross spectrum between the electronic input signal to the
acoustic drivers and the microphone signals.) The phase in this case is, thus, relative to the
input electronic signal. Figure 3.9 shows a typical phase calibration curve for both a white-
noise input and a Sinc wave function input in the flow-duct facility. Phase measurements made
in the flow-duct facility and those made in the anechoic chamber showed discrepancies at the
same frequencies for which the sound pressure levels displayed discrepancies.
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3.4.3 Results With Mean Flow
Before discussing the calibration of the probe microphone in the presence of a mean flow,
it will be instructive to describe the method that was used to educe the acoustic signals
(generated from the drivers) from the total signal reaching the microphone diaphragm. Figure
3.10 shows the overall spectrum from a standard microphone with a nose cone placed in the
flow along with the educed spectrum. Here, a Sinc wave is fed into the acoustic drivers
upstream of the microphone while a mean flow of Md = 0.3 is present. The methodology used
to reject the flow noise is described below.
Methodology for Rejecting Flow Noise from In-flow Acoustic Measurements
In general, the flow over a microphone equipped with a nose cone produces the so-called
self-induced noise. Furthermore, any noise in the duct that is produced aerodynamically will
be picked up by the probe microphone. One way to measure the acoustic signal that is
contaminated with the self-induced and other obtrusive noise is to cross-correlate the input
electronic signal fed to the acoustic drivers with the signal from a microphone, either in the
flow or flush mounted on the duct wall. In this way, the cross-power spectrum can be
obtained which should contain only the information that is coherent between the driver signal
and the microphone. Figure 3.11 shows schematically how the signal path is interpreted along
with a nomenclature of relevant terms.
Let x(t) be the electronic signal fed to the acoustic driver, and u(t) be the true acoustic signal
that is contaminated with flow noise n(t). Let y(t) be the total signal measured by the
microphone. The autospectra corresponding to signals u(t), x(t), y(t), and n(t) are denoted by
Guu(f), Gxx(f), Gyy(f) and Gnn(f), respectively. Likewise, the cross-spectra between x(t) and
y(t), x(t) and u(t), y(t) and n(t), are defined as Gyx(f), Gux(f), and Gnx(f), respectively. For
the sake of clarity the frequency term will not be used in the following text. Thus Gyx(f) will
be denoted by Gyx, etc. An overbar denotes a time average.
The objective is to determine Guu, which is the autospectrum associated with the signal
reaching the microphone. As shown below, Guu can be educed by obtaining Gyx if Gxx is
known.
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Gyx =(Su +Sn)Sx =Gux +Gnx
Gy x = Gux -I- Gnx "- Gux
Since x(t) and n(t) are unrelated, after many averages, G nx = 0
Su(f) SuSx Gux
now H(f)- _-x i_-_ = SxS-----Tx= _xx
Su(f) SuSu Gun
Also H(f) = _--_x_-_ = SxSu = _=
From (3) and (4):
UX GUU
From (2) and (5):
From (2) and (6):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
_2
Gxy = Gxx Guu (7)
Gx,= (8)
.'. 10 log[Gxy ] = 1(10 logGxx + 101ogGuu) (9)
.'. SPLuu = 101ogGuu = 201og[Gxy ]- 101ogGxx (10)
Thus the sound pressure levels associated with the electronic signal, i.e., SPLuu, can be
separated from the contaminated signal, i.e., 101ogGyy, by using equation 10.
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An example of the power of this eduction technique is seen in Figure 3.12 which shows
how even if the acoustic signal (Guu) is buried under the overall signal (Guu + Gnn), one can
obtain the input signal to the microphone. For example, tones at 4.5, 5, and 5.5 kHz were
completely buried in the flow noise and have been educed. It should be noted that the input
acoustic signal is a Sinc wave with a 500 Hz fundamental tone plus a series of tones every 500
Hz. The data in between these frequencies are unimportant in this case.
Mean Flow Microphone Calibration Results
The method of calibration for a probe microphone in the flow-duct with a mean flow
present is the same as when no mean flow is present except that the cross-spectral technique
discussed above was employed for determining the amplitudes. Typical output power spectra
(Guu + Gnn) as measured by in-flow microphones in the flow-duct are shown in Figure 3.13.
The mean flow was approximately 300 ft/s (Md = 0.3) and a 500 Hz Sinc wave was fed into
the acoustic driver which was identical to that of the no flow case (see Figure 3.7). Typical
cross power spectra are shown in Figure 3.14. Note that the correlated spectrum is very
similar to the input power spectrum. Using the method outlined above, an educed autopower
spectrum for a probe microphone is computed and compared with the output power in Figure
3.15. Using the educed power spectra, a probe microphone calibration spectrum is computed.
Figure 3.16 shows the calibration transfer function. The no flow case is also shown for
comparison. Below 3 kHz, there appears to be good agreement with the no flow calibration of
the probe microphone. Above 3 kHz there are some differences and may be related to the
change in the higher-order mode cut on frequencies due to flow. The repeatability of these
differences could not be confirmed in the present program and is a topic of on-going
investigation under NASA Grant NAG 1-1734.
Concluding Remarks
In summary, a method for calibrating a probe microphone has been established. It appears
that the calibration method can be applied to a probe microphone in a flow-duct up to certain
frequencies with confidence. This upper limit on the frequency response is believed to be the
result of higher order duct modes propagating in the duct. This situation is further complicated
by the presence of degenerate modes at the higher frequencies as discussed below and in
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Appendix A. For the flow-duct geometrypresentedhere,higher order modesseemto be
generatedabove3 kHz. Thiswill bediscussedfurther in thenextsection.
3.5 TYPICAL IN-DUCT ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS
Based upon the calibration of microphones performed in the duct as described above and
the in-duct data obtained in various planes to be described in this section, it appears that the
sound in the plane-wave regime is well behaved within the GTRI flow duct and the results are
repeatable from one run to another. At the higher frequencies corresponding to the higher-
order modes, the SPLs within a duct are not repeatable from run to run. Much of this
discrepancy may be related to the existence of degenerate modes (i.e., when two or more
modes have the same frequency) in the rectangular duct. A detailed explanation of how
degenerate modes can be formed and produce different nodal lines within a duct is provided in
Appendix A.
Typical results of measurements taken in the flow-duct facility will now be discussed for
the case with no mean flow present. It will be instructive to compute the various cut-on
frequencies associated with the duct resonant modes to help interpret the results from the in-
duct measurements. Furthermore, it can be assumed that the flow-duct with the acoustic
drivers located upstream of the rectangular duct section will act like an open-open duct. The
duct eigenfrequencies associated with the transverse modes (those in the y-z plane) for the
present flow-duct dimensions were computed for two nominal temperatures, 10 °C (50 °F) and
21.4 °C (70 °F). In addition, the longitudinal eigenfrequencies were computed. Figure 3.17
shows graphically these eigenfrequencies as a function of mode orders. The frequencies as a
function of mode are shown in Table 3.1.
What is important to note, however, is that near frequencies of 2.85, 3.6, 4.3, and 5.3
kHz, a number of modes have the same frequencies. This is where the modes become
"degenerate" and it is near these frequencies that the calibrations were different from day to
day. (See Appendix A for further description of degenerate modes.) Depending upon the
ambient temperature at the time of testing, the sound amplitudes may not be repeatable at the
same location since the frequencies are a function of the ambient speed of sound (and hence
temperature). The frequencies may thus be the same for one day and not the other. This is
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likely to changethenoiseamplitudeatfrequenciesnearthedegeneratemodefrequencies.The
samesituationwill arriveon superimposingflow to theacousticfield. At presentthisappears
to be theonly explanationfor differencesin calibrationsathigherfrequencies.
Table3.1
Duct Resonant Frequencies
Open-Open Duct Conditions
T = 283 K (50 OF)
Dimensions:
L= 109.2 cm (43.0 in.)
W = 11.9 cm (4.69 in.)
H = 5.08 cm (2.0 in.)
Modal
Order (1 w h) Freq (Hz)
1 (1 0 0) 154
2 (2 0 0) 309
3 (3 0 0) 463
4 (4 0 0) 618
5 (5 0 0) 772
6 (6 0 0) 926
7 (7 0 O) 1081
8 (8 0 0) 1235
9 (9 0 0) 1390
10 (0 0 1) 1416
11 (10 0 0) 1544
12 (11 0 0) 1698
13 (12 0 0) 1853
14 (13 0 0) 2007
15 (14 0 0) 2162
16 (16 0 0) 2470
17 (17 0 O) 2625
18 (18 0 O) 2779
19 (0 0 2) 2831
20 (1 0 2) 2835
21 (2 0 2) 2848
22 (3 0 2) 2869
23 (19 0 0) 2934
24 (20 0 0) 3088
25 (21 0 0) 3242
26 (0 1 0) 3320
Resonant frequencies for rectangular duct used in the present study.
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Modal
Order (1 w h) Freq
27 (22 0 0) 3397
28 (23 0 0) 3551
29 (1 I 1) 3612
30 (2 1 1) 3622
31 (24 0 0) 3706
32 (25 0 0) 3860
33 (26 0 0) 4014
34 (27 0 0) 4169
35 (0 0 3) 4247
36 (1 0 3) 4250
37 (2 0 3) 4258
38 (28 0 0) 4323
39 (1 1 2) 4366
40 (2 1 2) 4374
41 (29 0 0) 4478
42 (30 0 0) 4632
43 (31 0 0) 4786
44 (32 0 O) 4941
45 (33 0 O) 5095
46 (34 0 O) 5250
47 (1 1 3) 5393
48 (2 1 3) 5399
49 (35 0 O) 5404
50 (0 0 4) 5662
51 (37 0 O) 5713
52 (38 0 O) 5867
53 (39 0 O) 6022
(Hz)
Table 3.1 (Cont.) Resonant frequencies for rectangular duct used in the present study.
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3.5.1 Flush-Mounted Wall Measurements
As noted in section 2.0, microphones were mounted flush on the top and bottom walls,
midway of the long side of the flow-duct just upstream and downstream of the leading edge of
the liner region. These opposing microphones can provide additional acoustic information
inside of the duct without having to examine a large number of measurement points. For
instance, one way to identify the presence of higher order modes propagating in the duct is to
compare the sound pressure levels and phase between two opposing pairs of wall mounted
microphones. If the opposing microphones do not provide the same sound pressure levels
then, at least in one dimension (the z direction), a higher order mode is likely to be present.
Figure 3.18 shows the differences in SPL of the opposing microphones for the rigid wall duct
case with no mean flow and the acoustic drivers generating a Sinc waveform. Note that
starting at 3 kHz, the levels of the two microphones start to diverge, indicating the presence of
higher order modes. Figure 3.19 shows the same results for the lined duct case. The
downstream microphone pair seem to be altered significantly due to the presence of the liner as
compared to the same pair shown in Figure 3.18.
3.5.2 Axial Centerline Measurements
Axial centerline acoustic data were measured with a quarter-inch microphone fitted with a
nose cone. Data were taken every 0.51 cm (0.2 inches) from the leading edge of the liner
region to the trailing edge. Typical sound pressure levels as a function of axial distance are
shown in Figure 3.20 for 1 kHz with and without a liner present. Note that the rigid wall case
contains data some distance past the trailing edge of the liner region. Figure 3.21 shows
similar data for 3 kHz. Figure 3.22 shows a typical phase comparison between the rigid-wall
case and the lined-wall case at a frequency of 3.5 kHz.
3.5.3 Planar Measurements
Data were acquired with probe microphones at axial planes which are located upstream and
downstream of the liner leading edge and trailing edge respectively. The extent of the
measurement probe's travel relative to the duct walls is shown in Figure 3.23 along with a grid
of measurement locations used. The typical time taken to acquire 64 averages of the acoustic
signals of eight microphones at a given measurement point was approximately 30 seconds.
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Including time to recordthesignalson thetapeandmovetheprobeinto thenextposition,the
dataacquisitiontime at eachlocation in agiven planewasapproximately80 seconds.This
translatesinto over4.5hoursof continuousdataacquisitionfor eachplane. Time to complete
the planarmeasurementswascut in half by measuringboth the upstreamand downstream
planessimultaneouslywith different probemicrophones. Still, thedataacquisitionprocess
wasvery labor intensive.
The plenumpressurewascontinuouslymonitoredduring thetestingandwasmaintained
within _+0.02psig of thetargetplenumpressure.For thetargetductMachnumberof 0.3, this
maintainedaMachnumberof 0.300-L-_0.005.
Figures3.24through3.27showselecteduncorrecteddatafrom theplanarmeasurements
madewith andwithouta liner in place.Thesoundpressurelevelsat500Hz (Figures3.24and
3.26)appearto beconstantacrosstheplane. This is consistentwith planewave propagation
which shouldexistexclusivelyat this frequencyfor thisductgeometry. Also note that the3
kHz rigid wall data(Figure3.25) indicatea patternof nodesandanti-nodesacrossthe long
dimensionof theduct. Thisseemsto beconsistentwith the(0,2,0)mode.Thepresenceof the
liner appearsto "smooth"out thereflectionpatternsdownstreamof the liner at 3 kHz (Figure
3.27).
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4.0 LINED VERSUS UNLINED RECTANGULAR DUCT
WITH NO MEAN FLOW
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The main objective of the present effort was to acquire benchmark experimental data in
sufficient detail to enable validation of theoretical duct liner models. All of the data acquired
will be provided to NASA Langley Research Center in electronic form. Selected results are
presented here to highlight some of the features of the measured results and to direct the reader
as to how best to use the massive amount of data saved in the electronic form.
This section presents the measured acoustic data for both the lined and the unlined duct for
no-mean flow only. Similar data acquired with mean flow will be analyzed under an ongoing
effort under NASA Grant NAS1-1734. The following set of acoustic data are presented in this
section:
.
2.
.
.
Calibration of various microphone probes used in this study.
Comparison of the noise distribution at selected frequencies along the duct
axis spanning the duct liner length with and without the liner.
Distribution of the sound pressure levels in two planes upstream of the
liner section and two planes downstream of the liner section with the liner
both for the major axis and the minor axis.
Distribution of the sound pressure levels in two upstream planes and the
two downstream planes without the liner both for the major axis and the
minor axis.
Note that as in the rest of the report, the liner used here was the Ceramic Honeycomb liner
CT73 provided by NASA Langley Research Center.
The following 12 frequencies were selected for presentation of the data here:
500, 1000, 1500,2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 5500, and 6000Hz.
It is worthy of note that the first higher-order mode for the smaller dimension of the
rectangular duct is cut on at a frequency of 3321 Hz at 50°F. The corresponding frequency for
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the largerdimensionis: 1416Hz at 283K (50F). These12frequencieswill be referredto as
the"displayfrequencies"in thetextbelow.
4.2 SELECTED CENTERLINE RESULTS
Figure 4.1 compares the centerline distribution of the measured sound pressure levels with
and without the liner at the 12 selected frequencies. Note that the SPLs presented in this figure
was measured at different times with and without the liner. All attempts were made to maintain
the same levels at the leading edge of the liner for two set of measurements; but minor
variations are natural. For the rigid wall case (the open symbols in the figures), the results are
very similar to what one would expect in a standing wave tube. Thus, peaks and valleys are
obtained as a function of distance, with the number of peaks and valleys increasing with
frequency. The data with the liner (the solid symbols in the figure) show that with increasing
distance from the leading edge of the liner, the liner indeed absorbs sound. It is particularly
noticeable near the troughs of the standing wave pattern measured in the rigid-walled duct. The
liner also appears to smooth out the "peak and valley" effect that is so obvious in the rigid-
walled duct data. The liner does not seem to be very effective at frequencies of 5000 Hz and
higher.
4.3 A NOTE ON THE MICROPHONE PROBE NOTATION
Three separate probe microphones, designated as P3, P2M, and P4 were used in this
program as follows:
Probe P3: This probe microphone was used in the upstream planes, X1 and X2, for
both the lined and the unlined cases.
Probe P4: This probe microphone was used in the downstream planes, X3 and X4,
only for the lined cases. This probe broke before it could be used for the unlined duct.
Probe P2M: This probe microphone was used in the downstream planes, X3 and X4,
only for the unlined cases.
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4.4 A NOTE ON THE MICROPHONE PROBE CALIBRATIONS
All attempts were made to make all probe microphones identical, but minor machining
differences required each probe to be calibrated separately using the procedures outlined in
Section 3. Unfortunately their calibrations were found to be different on different days at the
frequencies corresponding to the higher order modes in the duct. Typical results of calibration
of probes P3 and P4 for two different days, as performed in the lined duct, are shown in
Figure 4.2. It is seen that in the plane wave region up to a frequency of about 2500 Hz, the
calibrations for each probe remain within 3dB from one day to another. But at the higher
frequencies, there is a significant discrepancy. Similar results are seen to hold for the
calibrations performed with the unlined duct as shown in Figure 4.3 for Probes P3 and P2M.
(Note that the reference microphone referred to as Uft in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 was the upstream
flush mounted microphone on the top side of the duct.)
In the presentation of the SPLs measured at various points in the four planes, applying
appropriate corrections in the plane wave region should be reasonable but how best to apply the
corrections at the higher frequency has not been resolved at the time of preparing this report.
Of course, one recourse will be to draw a mean curve through the calibration curves presented
in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. We felt it best not to apply any corrections to the data at this stage,
since further studies are being conducted at present by the authors to determine the best way of
calibrating probe microphones. Since the majority of the data acquired in this study is to be
archived electronically, the uncorrected data will be provided along with the four calibrations
shown above and the mean calibrations. Which calibration should be used will be left up to the
discretion of the user.
As a matter of record it should be mentioned that the data for the unlined duct were acquired
on different days for the X1 and the X3 planes. The data for planes X2 and X4 were acquired
on yet another day but both planes were measured on the same day. Likewise, for the lined
duct, the data in the planes X 1 and X3 were acquired on the same day whereas the data for the
X2 and X4 planes were acquired on two different days. Because of the labor-intensive nature
of these experiments, there was no other choice but to obtain these data on different days.
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4.5 SELECTED MODE SHAPES UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM
OF THE LINER SECTION
Figures 4.4 - 4.15 show the distribution of the sound pressure levels in two planes
upstream of the liner section and two planes downstream of the liner section for both the major
and the minor axis. The upper portion of each figure shows the SPL profile along the major
axis whereas the lower portion shows the corresponding profiles along the minor axis. The
open symbols represent the data for the upstream planes, marked X1 and X2 in the figures.
Likewise, the solid symbols represent the data for the downstream planes, marked X3 and X4.
In each figure, the x-axis shows the SPLs. It is important to point out that the data presented
here are not corrected for the response of the probe microphone. However, since each data
point on a given SPL profile was acquired with the same microphone probe these figures
provide an accurate measure of the mode shapes. The SPL amplitudes up to a frequency of
2500 Hz, which is the plane wave region, was found to repeatable from day to day. The SPL
amplitudes at the higher frequencies corresponding to the higher order modes were not so
repeatable. Sometimes the values varied up to 5 dB from one day to another. This discrepancy
appears to be related to the existence of degenerate modes at many of the higher frequency
discrete tones for which data were acquired in this investigation. As explained earlier in
Section 3, and described in Appendix A, degeneracy occurs when two or more wave patterns
or modes with the same characteristic frequency exist. If present, these degenerate modes can
occur simultaneously with arbitrary amplitude and phase. This leads to a variety of nodal lines
which depend very strongly on the relative amplitudes of each degenerate mode.
Keeping the above remarks in mind, it is found that almost flat SPL profiles are seen up to
a frequency of 2500 Hz at each of the measurement planes. This is the region of plane waves.
At the higher frequencies, some very unusual profiles are obtained in the lined duct.
Similar results were obtained for the unlined duct and are included here for the sake of
completeness in Figures 4.16 - 4.27.
4.6 SELECTED PHASE RESULTS
For each SPL profile or axial distribution measured within the duct, there exists a phase
profile or distribution. These phase data will be documented electronically. Typical phase
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resultsfor themajor andminor axisarepresentedin Figures4.28- 4.30 for thetwo upstream
planes in the lined duct configuration at frequenciesof 500 Hz, 1000Hz, and 1500 Hz
respectively.Theconstancyof phasesalongthemajorandtheminoraxisalongwith constant
SPLsseenaboveindicatethatthesoundwaveswithin theductat thesefrequencieswereindeed
planewaves.
4.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main goal of the present study was to acquire detailed acoustic and flow data with and
without a liner in a duct so that available theoretical models of duct liners can be validated. We
believe this is the first time ever that an extensive data base has been acquired for this purpose.
The data consisting of the flow velocity, SPL and phase will be made available to NASA in an
electronic form. Appropriate calibrations will also be provided.
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5.0 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
A very ambitious study was initiated to obtain detailed acoustic and flow data with and
without a liner in a duct containing a mean flow so that available theoretical models of duct
liners can be validated. A unique flow-duct facility equipped with a sound source, liner box,
flush-walled microphones, traversable microphones and traversable pressure and temperature
probes was built. A unique set of instrumentation boxes equipped with computer controlled
traverses were designed and built that allowed measurements of Mach number, temperature,
SPLs and phases in two planes upstream of a liner section and two planes downstream at a
large number of measurement points. Each pair of planes provided acoustic pressure gradients
for use in estimating the particle velocities. Specially-built microphone probes were employed
to make measurements in the presence of the flow. A microphone traverse was also designed
to measure the distribution of SPLs and phases from the beginning of the liner to its end along
the duct axis. All measurements were made with the help of cross-correlation techniques to
reject flow noise and/or other obtrusive noise, if any. The facility was designed for future use
at temperatures as high as 1500 ° F. In order to validate 2-D models in the presence of mean
flow, the flow duct was equipped with a device to modify boundary layer flow on the smaller
sides of a rectangular duct to simulate 2-D flow.
A massive amount of data was acquired for use in validating duct liner models and will be
provided to NASA in an electronic form.
It was found that the sound in the plane-wave regime is well behaved within the duct and
the results are repeatable from one run to another. At the higher frequencies corresponding to
the higher-order modes, the SPLs within a duct are not repeatable from run to run. In fact,
when two or more modes have the same frequency (i.e., for the degenerate modes), the SPLs
in the duct varied between 2 dB to 12 dB from run to run. This made the calibration of the
microphone probes extremely difficult at the higher frequencies.
Most of the data presented in this report is for zero mean flow. Data with flow were also
acquired but were not analyzed at the time of the preparation of this report. The flow data will
be published separately in due course. The technique based upon cross-correlation
measurements used to reject flow noise was found to work well in measurements made with
flow.
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APPENDIX A
ON DEGENERACY OF MODES
The equation for the normal mode frequencies in an open-open rectangular duct are
given by
ooIi lf_h ---_-- + +
1, w, h = 0, 1, 2, ...
where 1, w, h are the mode numbers and a0 is the speed of sound inside the duct. L, W, and
H are the dimensions of the duct.
If 12, w2, and h2 are incommensurable (meaning that 12,/w2, etc., cannot be expressed
as the ratios of two integers), the frequencies are all distinct. Otherwise there can exist two or
more identical frequencies for different pairs of mode numbers, 1, w, h. In such a case, the
normal modes are said to be degenerate. If there exist no degeneracy, the mode shapes are
well defined with predictable nodes in the duct. On the other hand, if there exists degeneracy,
the nodal patterns in the duct are strongly dependent on the relative amplitudes and phases of
each individual degenerate mode each of the same frequency.
A good example is to consider a square duct and consider only the modes in the
transverse directions with dimensions W and H, with W = H. Here 1 =0, w = 2 and h = 1 give
the same frequency as 1 = 0, h =1 and w = 2. Thus the (0, 2, 1) mode and the (0, 1, 2) modes
are degenerate modes. In fact, any value of 1 will give a degenerate mode for a duct of a square
cross-section.
The two degenerate modes shown in Figure A. la and A. lb with equal amplitudes and
phases indicated by the shading combine to form a pattern with a diagonal nodal line shown in
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FigureA. lc. Thetwo modescan,however,occurwith arbitraryamplitudesandphase. Thus
if theamplitudesareunequal,patternslike FigureA.1dcanbeproduced.
(a)
(c)
(b)
I
I
(d)
Figure A. 1. Degenerate modes in a square duct.
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Figure 2.4 Round-to-rectangular transition duct.
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Figure 2.5 Schematic of boundary layer suction system.
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Figure 2.6 Schematic of tangential blowing system.
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Figure 2.16 Axial centerline microphone support apparatus.
Figure2.17 Typicalmeanflow probeusedto measurepressureandtemperature.
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Figure 2.18 Schematic of mean flow data acquisition system.
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Figure 2.19 Schematic of acoustic probe microphone data acquisition system.
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Figure 2.20 Typical probe microphone used for in-duct planar acoustic measurements.
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Figure 2.21 Flush wall-mounted microphones used upstream and downstream of liner section.
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Figure 2.22 Installation of CT73 liner into liner housing section of flow-duct facility.
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Figure 3.1 Locations of acoustic measurement positions relative to the leading edge
and trailing edge of the liner housing section.
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Figure 3.2 Typical grid of mean flow measurement locations in flow-duct.
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x(t) is the electronic signal fed to the acoustic driver via an amplifier
h(t) is the transfer function of the acoustic driver
n(t) is the flow noise measured by the microphone
y(t) is the output of the microphone which includes u(t) and n(t), i.e., y(t)=u(t) + n(t)
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Figure 3.11 Schematic of signal processing path for a microphone placed in a mean flow along
with standard terminology.
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Resonant frequencies corresponding to the flow-duct dimensions tested in
this study.
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Frequency, kHz
Sound pressure level differences between top and bottom of duct walls for
a lined duct (Md = 0.0; Af = 16 Hz; 64 avgs.).
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Figure 3.20 Typical axial centerline acoustic sound pressure levels at a frequency of 1000 Hz
(Md = 0.0; Af = 16 Hz; 64 avgs).
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Figure 3.21 Typical axial centerline acoustic sound pressure levels at a frequency of 3000 Hz
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Figure 3.23 Typical grid of acoustic measurement locations in flow-duct facility.
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Figure 3.25 Typical planar acoustic sound pressure levels at 3000 Hz at plane X 1 for an unlined
duct (Md = 0.0; Af = 16 Hz; 64 avgs.).
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Figure 3.26 Typical planar acoustic sound pressure levels at 500 Hz at plane X4 for a lined
duct (Md = 0.0; Af = 16 Hz; 64 avgs.).
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Figure 4.16 Uncorrected sound pressure levels for rigid-walled duct at f = 500 Hz in upstream
and downstream planes (M d = 0.0; Af = 16 Hz; 64 avgs.).
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Figure 4.17 Uncorrected sound pressure levels for rigid-walled duct at f = 1000 Hz in upstream
and downstream planes (M d = 0.0; Af = 16 Hz; 64 avgs.).
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Figure 4.18 Uncorrected sound pressure levels for rigid-walled duct at f = 1500 Hz in upstream
and downstream planes (M d = 0.0; Af = 16 Hz; 64 avgs.).
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and downstream planes (M d = 0.0; Af = 16 Hz; 64 avgs.).
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